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Background: Multi-Instance Learning

Multi-Instance Learning:

Training example is bag containing instances.

Bag label is known, but instance label is 

unseen

Bag is positive iff it contains at least one

positive instance; otherwise it is negative.
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Background: Multi-Instance Learning

Two perspectives for solving MIL

Instance level

Eliminate the uncertainty of instance label in 

positive bag

Learn a model in instance space

Bag level

View each bag as entity

Learn a model for bags.
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Background: MIL Kernels

MIL Kernel is bag level method

A powerful family of method in MIL

Kernel value between bags 

Some typical MIL Kernels:

NSK and STK [Gartner, ICML02]

Marginalized Kernel [Kwok, IJCAI07]

PPMM Kernel [Wang, ICML08]

MI-Graph and mi-Graph [Zhou, ICML09]

……
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Thinking in MIL Kernel

Shortcomings of current MIL Kernels:

Correspondence information;

Co-occurrence information;

Assumption: all instances within a bag have 

equal weight (key instances)

Heavy computing load(pair-wise manner).
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Thinking in MIL Kernel: Correspondence

The correspondence relationship between 

these  two image bags (i.e., the respective 

coast, sea and sky segmentations/instances) 

indicates a high similarity.



Thinking in MIL Kernel: Correspondence

NSK [Gartner, ICML02] gets decent results 

for most of real-world datasets

Therein,                                            

 Exponential amplification: the relation 

between RBF Kernel Value and L2 

distance using the empirical rule of 

thumb  indicated in [8]
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Thinking in MIL Kernel: Correspondence

Classification Accuracy of NSK using linear 

kernel vs. RBF kernel

The exponential amplification of RBF result in 

soft correspondence scheme: similar pair of 

instances make much more significant 

contribution for bag kernel
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Thinking in MIL Kernel: Co-occurrence

Co-occurrence Information (Non. I.I.D [Zhou, 

ICML09]) : 

In image bag, instances(segmentations) 

containing monkeys are very likely to co-occur 

with those instances containing trees.
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FAMER: Preliminaries for LSH

 Locality Sensitive Hashing is a random distribution on a 

family H of hash functions, such that the probability of 

two object being mapped to the same value reflects the 

similarity between them: 

 Given an arbitrary locally sensitive hash function h∈
H, we define the corresponding induced similarity 

measure as:

Therein, δ is Kronecker delta. From (3.1) and (3.2),



FAMER: Construct Similarity Metric with 

Correspondence

 In order to capture correspondence

A LSH based similarity metric: by analogy 

from NSK, 

(3.4)

Therein,                       is induced from LSH

family H as (3.1)
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FAMER : How to compute (3.4) 

For each h∈ H, we define

(3.5)

We could use                               to 

approximate 

Lemma: (3.4) is the lower bound 

of  
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FAMER: Efficient Computing

Pair-wise manner is still used in (3.5): time 

consuming.

Use embedding histogram to reduce the time 

complexity:

No longer compute in pair-wise manner

(3.5)
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FAMER: Weighting Scheme

 Imposing high weights on “key” instances

Motivation:

Instances mapped in the same bin; similar

instances under some specific probabilities.

Each bin in the histogram corresponds to a 

probabilistic region in instance space

As DD pointed,  regions with many negative

and few “positive” instance, have much 

discriminative information for negative bags, 

and vice versa
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FAMER: Weighting Scheme

ΔEntropy is employed to evaluate the “purity” 

of bin(region), i.e. the weight of each bin[i].

 In this way, instances within each bin are 

implicitly weighted.
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FAMER: Weighting Scheme

False Positive problem:

In practice, we regard all instances in positive 

bags as “positive” when estimating the 

probability

Influence of those false positive(negative)

instances in positive bags, can be offset by 

the negative instances from corresponding 

negative regions indicated by negative bags.
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FAMER: Weighting Scheme captures 

Co-occurrence

Weighting Scheme also detect the co-

occurrence information

The histogram naturally records the co-

occurrence information of  “positive”/negative 

instances.

The joint statistics respects the co-occurrence

relations.
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FAMER: Final Form

Final form of FAMER:

(3.6)

Therein, M is the number of sampling

Lemma:                             is a Mercer Kernel
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FAMER: Time Complexity

Embedding + Computing of Kernel Matrix 

O(C1∙dnN + C2∙      )

N: number of bags;

n: average instances number within each bag;

d: dimensionality of feature vector.

C1 and C2 are constant depend on 

parameters

 Linear with n: efficient, compared with other 

typical MIL Kernels (Quadratic with n).
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Experiments

Effectiveness vs. Efficiency

Three task:

Drug Activity Prediction 

Musk1, Musk2

Automatic Image Annotation

Elephant, Fox, Tiger

Indentifying Trx-fold Proteins 

Protein
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Experiments

Comparison

Typical MIL Kernels: NSK, STK, MG-ACC 

Kernel,  PPMM Kernel,  mi-Graph Kernel

Other famous MIL algorithms: mi-SVM, MI-

SVM,   EM-DD

Use10 times10CV to obtain Classification 

Accuracy
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Experiments: Effectiveness (1)

 Classification Accuracy on Musk data set
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Experiments: Effectiveness (2)

 Classification Accuracy on Automatic Image Annotation
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Experiments: Effectiveness (3)

 True Positive (TP) and True Negative(TN) typical Kernel 

under TrX Protein.
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Experiments: Efficiency

 Running Time and Detailed Description of Dataset
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Experiments: Efficiency

Three observation：

FAMER：best efficiency on 5/6 dataset

Under small data set, FAMER is averagely

better than typical Multi-Instance Kernels

As the number of instances increases in

every bag, the superiority of FAMER becomes

more and more significant
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Conclusion

FAMER: Fast kernel for MIL

Captures valuable correspondence and co-

occurrence information.

Avoid pair-wise manner to speed up the 

computation.

Captures key instances in MIL by Weighting 

scheme
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